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0. lNIRODUCTION 

According to a long-lasting and widespread view, judicial decìsion
makìng as a matter of fact can be, and as a matter of prìnciple should be, 
logical-deductive in nature, i.e. judicial decìsions can and should be taken 
following the dassical logical rules of inference. Thus, ìt is rather common 
to characterize a judicial decision as a syllogism - or, along the more recent 
and refìned analyses, as a chain of syllogisms - which is terrned 'judicial' 
not because of some peculiar logical feature, but simply because it is drawn 
within the scope of judicial activity. Notwithstanding the variety of short
comings and unsatisfactory features which severa! scholars have denounced 
of such a view, the theory of judicial syllogism enjoys a large acceptance 
since, despite of all criticism, it is stili conceived as the main guarantee for 
the rationality of decision-making, and hence as a necessary means to 
securing that the highiy purported value of legai certainty can be attained. 

Thus, no surprise that whoever dares to point out problems met by the 
logical-deductive theory of judicial decisions is immediately blamed as an 
irrationalist and condemned as a supporter of decisionism and arbitrary 
subjectivism of judiciary. It is not by chance - just to mention a well
known example - that H. Kelsen's later standpoint on law and logie has 
been label!ed as an expression of norm-irrationalism1• It is not by chance 
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that the debate to which Kelsen' s standpoint has given a start is focused on 
the opposition between norm-rationalism and norm-irrationalism. 

On this background, the twofold contention of this paper is to argue 
that insofar as judicial decisìon-making is concerned (a) the opposition 
between norm-rationalism and norm-irrationalism is misleading since is 
grounded on arguments which are ideologica! rather than theoretical in 
nature, and (b) that fuzzy logie might aequire a relevant ròle in showìng 
a way out from this sterile and deceptive opposition. 

Given these ttvo aims, my paper is divided into three main parts. In the 
first part (§ 1.) I will mention three main sources of problems met by the 
logical-deduetive theory of judicial decisions, and I will refer to the logical
theoretical apparatus of fuzzy calculi as a potential means to deal with, and 
to account for, such problems. Then, in the second part (§ 2.) I will 
dìstinguish two apposite theses concerning the putative explanatory power 
that the logieal-theoretical apparatus of fuzzy calculi can be maintained to 
have insofar as a suitable account of prominent features of judicial deeision
making is eoneemed. Finally, in the third part (§ 3.) I will concentrate on 
the sense aecording to whieh fuzzy logie can be taken to provìde an appro
priate theoretieal ground which enables us to find a way out from the 
misleading opposition between norm-rationalism and norm-irrationalism. 

1. FUZZINESS AND }UDICIAL DECISION-MAKING 

Fuzzy logie has not yet aequired a prominent role in legal theory 
investigations and in particular it is far from enjoying a widespread attentìon 
in judicial decisìon-makìng inquiries. Thus, ìn this part of my paper, firstly 
(§ l.1.) I will put forward some preliminary remarks which might explain 
the reason why the formal treatment of fuzziness has been so largely ignored 
by legal seholars. This undertaking obviously does not amount to either a 
justification of, or a eonsent with, such an attitude. Rather, it is meant to 
be an attempt to point out some assumptions on which the misleading 
opposition between norm-rationalism and norm-irrationalism relies. 

Then (§ 1.2.), turning to a closer ìnspection to the role whìch fuzzy 
logie rnay acquire in dealing with judiciaì decision-making, I wil! rnention 
three rnain sorts of criticisrn addressed to the logical--deductive theory of 
judieial deeisions and I will concentrate on the potential ròle of fozzy logie 
in analysing judicial decision-making both beeause of the fozziness of 
judieial language (§ 1.2.1.) and because of tbe fuzziness (or more correctly: 
the approximate nature) of judieial reasoning (1.2.2.). 
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1.1. Fuzzy Logie A Neglected Conceptual Apparatus 

As far as I know very few legal scholars have paid attention to the 
import of the recently developed and everyday increasingly developing 
formal-logical treatment of fuzziness on severa1 issues they work on, 

It might be the case that the lack of interest is just apparent, that is not 
the result of an intended reaction, but a phenomenon simply contingent in 
nature: fuzzy logie and fuzzy set theory are newbom fields of research 
dealt with by a relatively confined number of adepts using highly soph
isticated logica! and mathematical tools2• Though sound, this hypothesis is 
not completely convincing. T o be sure, in the Fifties and Sixties the newbom 
modem deontic logie gave rise to immediate and very confident (at times 
perhaps even too confident) expectations with regard to its potential heuriscic 
power for traditional as well as for pioneering legal investigations. 

Thus, it might very probably be the case that the lack of interest in the 
formal treatment of fuzziness ìs real, that is the result of an intended 
reaction stemming from a steady view, theoretical in nature: according to 
a deeply rooted opinion, legai scholars neither make any effort to elabor
ate, nor are fascinated by, conceptual tools enabling them to stress and to 
take in due account fuzziness. Rather, they look for means allowing them 
to get rid of it and when such an enterprise cannot be completely successful, 
they do their best to confining and regimenting whatever - in any legai 
context - is fuzzy or might convey some sort of fuzziness. 

Two arguments supporting this second hypothesis are provided by (i) 
a plausible explanation the hypothesis at issue can suggest with regard to 
the radical different reactions to deonric calculi and to fuzzy calculì, 
respectively, and (ii) the prevailing attitude among logicians towards the 
fonnal treatment of fuzziness. 

(i) Fuzzy calculi - contrary to what ìs the case with most deontic caicuii 
- are not an extension of classical logie, they belong to what are usually 

2 Actually the :relative confined number of adepts imerested in the formai treatment of 
fuzziness ìs quite large. Quoring A. Urquhart [1986, p. 107]: "Since its inceprion in the mìd-
1960s this subject has seen an explosive growth and there are now hundreds of papers in 
the area, numerous volumes of conference proceedìngs and a ìoumal entircly devoted to 
fuzzy matters". Io be more precise the journaìs devoted to fozzy matters are at Jeast rwo, 
oamely the «Intemarional Journal of Fuzzy Sets and Systems», ,md the «Joumal of Fuzzy 
Matl1ematìcs». Bibliographical references of the volumes on fuzzioess published in Seventies 
are provided by M.M. Gupta / E. Sanchez [1982, p. XV]. To be added to such a !ist, the 
second ìssue of volume 30 of «Syntbese» published in 1975 whose papers a.re all dealing 
vrith tbe formai analysis of fuzzint>ss. 
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termed "deviant logics"3, that is to say to those logics in which some of the 
fundamental laws of classica! logie fail to hold (i.e.: are not valid). In view 
of this fact legal scholars' divergent responses to these two new branches 
of modem formai logie can be given a very simple explanation. 

Insofar as deontic logie is concemed, several legal scholars have been 
feeling confident to it from the very beginning of its first developments 
because most of its calculi - being an extension of classical logie - preserve 
the standards of rationality at which legai theory aims to attaining. Under 
this respect it is interesting to recali the way G.H. von Wright describes 
Kelsen's reaction to his first contact with deontic logie in 19524: 

[Kelsen] was very excited about the prospects which deontic logie seemed to 
open for vindicating some basìc tenets in his own "pure" theory of iaw. In 
particular, he looked for support in logie for his idea that a legal order is of 
necessity dosed, i.e. that there are no "gaps" in the law, and for the idea that 
a legal order must be free from "contradictions"5. 

Insofar as fuzzy logie is concemed, several legai scholars might be feeling 
reluctant rather than confident to it since - being fuzzy logie a deviant 
logie - it is doubtful what sort of racionality (if any) its caiculi can convey. 
Further, because of its specifie concern fuzzy logie leads to ascribe 
importance to what lega! scholars would rather try to get free from in any 
legal context. 

3 A clear characterization of the nocion of 'devìant logie' - capruring the very core of 
the problems to which it gives rise - is formulated by W.V.O. Quine (1970, pp. 80-81]: 
"The kind of deviacion [ ... ) to be considered [ ... ) is not just a change of methods of 
generating the dass of logica! truths, but a change of that class itself. It is not just a change 
of demarcation either berween what to call logical truth and what to cali extra-logical truth. 
h is a question rathe-r of outright rejection of part of our logie as not true at ali" (my 
emphasis). Quine's analysis of deviant logie at pp. 80-94 makes no mention of the specific 
issues concerning a formaì treatment either of fuzziness or of vagueness - fuzziness and 
vagueness are often conceived as equivalent notìons. A large and manifold analysis of 
different philosophical problems touching upon ontologica!, metaphysical, and epistemolo
gica! features of deviant logie is provided by S. Haack (1974]. Though no explicit mention 
of fuzzy logie or of fuzzy set theory occurs in thìs work, still a rich and scimulating analysis 
of the peculiar problems stemmìng from a logical treatment of vagueness ìs provided at pp. 
109-125. Fuzzy logie and fuzzy set theory are explicitly pointed out as a paradigmatic case 
of deviant logics and dealt with to a cerrain extent in S. Haack [1978, pp, XII, 35, 162-169]. 

4 To be noticed that von Wright recalls Kelsen's visit - the only onc -- to Finland, which 
happened to be just one year later the publication of two of his papers, namely G.H. von 
Wright (1951 aJ and [1951 b] which are usually acknowledged as the offìcial starting point 
in the fie!d of modern dcontic logie. 

5 G.H. von Wright (1985, 269]. 
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(ii) In logie - similarly to what happens in legai theory - fuzziness is 
mainly conceived as a source of troubles and difficulties. Thus, as a matter 
of fact there is a sort of scepticism towards the attempts of its formaiization. 
The arguments on which such a scepticism is based do not significantly 
differ from the reasons put forward for the. elimination of fuzziness from 
legai contexts. 

Though it is ac;knowledged that fuzziness is a peculiar feature of natural 
languages, stili several outstanding logicians feel uneasy to take it into 
account in their formal calculi. That is mainly so, since quoting S. Haack: 

an important reason for constmcting forrnal systems of logie is to supply 
precise canons of validity - a major advantage of formai logie over unregimented 
informal argument is its much greater rigour and exactness. In view of this 
point it is not surprising that Frege and RusseU should have regarded vagueness 
as a defect of natural languages, to be banished from an aeceptable formai 
language. [ ... ] This perhaps suggests that it would be appropriate simply to 
exclude vague sentences as ineligible for logical treatment6. 

1.2. The potential Ròle of Fuzzy Logie in Analysing Judicial Decision-Making 

The traditional logical-deductive theory of judicial decisions leaves no 
room for fuzziness: it is simply ignored if not downright denied that 
fuzziness can be a feature of decision-making both with regard to its con
stitutive elements and with regard to the patterns of reasoning which lead 
the decision-maker to take a judìcial decision. Thus, a judicial decision is 
conceived as a logical inf erence drawn along the syllogistic schema: the 
norm of the case (i.e. the norm expressed by the conclusion of a judicial 
decision) being viewed as the logical conclusion of a syllogistic schema 
where the major premiss ( otherwise termed: legal premiss) is provided by 
the generai norm(s) to be applied and the minor premiss (otherwise termed: 
factual premiss) is provided by the description of the fact(s) at issue. 

Though such a conceptual apparatus seems to secure the standards of 
rationality of decìsion-making which most legal scholars would never dare 
to give up, still the traditional theory of judicial syllogism has been the 
target of severa! criticisms chiefly focusing on three topics: (a) the problems 

• S. Haack (1978, pp. 162-163]. As already pointed out in fn. 3 insofar as the topic at 
issuc is concerned 'vagueness' is often used as synonym of 'fuzziness' and when this is not 
the case vagueness is undoubtedly conceived as a paradigmaric example of fuzziness and/ 
or as one of its ma.in sources. 
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stemming from the assessment of the question of law are not given a 
satisfactory account when speakìng of the formulation of the major or legal 
premiss of the judicìal syllogism; (b) the problems stemming from the 
assessment of the question of fact a.re not given a satìsfactory account when 
speaking of the formulation of the minor or factual premiss of the judicial 
syllogism; (e) legal validity (which applies to norms) cannot be taken to 
have a logical behavior (if any) which is alike the logica! behavìor of truth 
(wbich applies to the propositions dealt with by the traditional syllogistic 
theory as well as by dassical logie). 

Now, it seems sound to maintain that the criticisms addressed to the 
theory of judicìal syllogism - focusing on the three above mentioned topics 
- are rooted on the manifold fuzziness of judìcìal decision-making (or to 
be more precise: on the manifold fuzziness of judicìal language), and that 
is so regardless of the different ways such criticisms happened to be 
expressed or grounded. Actually the criticisms related to the fìrst and second 
topic (i.e. the assessment of the question of law and of the question of fact) 
stem from, and can mainly be given an account in terms of, fuzziness of 
the language in which the question of law and the question of fact, re
spectively, are formulated. In its turn the criticisms related to the third 
topic (i.e. the logical behavior of legal validity) can be expiained - even if 
probably not explained away - looking at judicial reasoning in the 
perspective of fuzzy reasonìng, i.e. in the perspective of approximate 
reasoning whose logical patterns -- whatever 'logical' can be taken to mean 
in such a perspective - are deviant from the laws of dassical logie. 

1.2.1. Judicial Decision-Making and Fuzziness of Judù:uil Language. -
By 'judicial language' I term the set of diff erent languages nceded in judicial 
decision-making to formulate (a) the question of law (the allegedly major 
or lega! premiss of a judicial syllogism); (b) the question of fact (the alìegedly 
minor or factual premiss of a judicìaì syllogism); (e) the norrn of the case 
(the allegediy conclusìon of a judicial syllogism); (d) the justification of the 
judicial decision itself, when justificatìon is requìred by the procedural law 
as a constitutive element of judicial decision-making. 

Judicial language - so defined - is a complex of statements belonging 
to one of the following four different sorts of legal language: (i) legal 
language stricto sensu; (ii) lega] dogmatìc language; (iii) legal axiological 
language; (iv) legai fact-finding languageì. It is not a difficult undertaking 

7 Needless to say, the terms of the suggested distinction of different kinds of Ìegal 
language :ue ncither jointly exaustive nor muwally exclusive. 
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to show that each one of these legai languages can be maintained to be 
fuzzy 8• 

(i) Fuzziness of legai language stricto sensu. By 'legal language stricto 
sensu' I term thc language tn whìch the norms of a given legal order are 
formulated. In other words: I mean the set of norm-formulations expressing 
the norms whose totality constitutes a given legal order9• Legal language 
stricto sensit is the language in which the question of law and the norm of 
the case of a judicial decision are formulated. 

Now, legai language stricto senstt is fuzzy in a twofold sense. To be 
more precise its fuzziness stems from two different sources: (a) the very 
way norm-formulations are written down, (b) the complex network of 
relacions which hold (or can be assumed to hold) among different norms 
expressed by the nonn-formulations whose totality constitutes a given legal 
order10• 

Tue first source of fuzziness is due to the way norm-formulations are 
written down, i.e. the wording of a norm-formulation usually results in a 
sentence which is fuzzy because of semantica! and syntactical reasonsi\ 

8 A more detaiìed analysis than the following one of the fuzziness of the four above 
mentioned legal languages occurs in T. Mazzarese, Fuzzy Logie and ]udicial Decisions: The 
Perii of a Rationalist Faf14q [manuscript]. 

"This use of 'legal language' sìmply implies the language-dependent nature of (legal) 
norms, leaving open the debated question of the linguistic or extra-linguisti.e nature of 
norms, and hence of the law itself. The thesis of the language-dependent nature of (legal) 
no:rms is explicitly stated by G.H. von Wright [1963, p. 94]. 

10 These two sources of fuzzìness are pointed out by Wroblewski who tenns them 
"fuzziness of lega! mles" and "fozziness of validity0

, respectively. (Cf. J. Wr6blewski [1983], 
the same distinction occurs also in A. Peczenik / J. Wr6blewski [1985].) Wr6blewski's way 
to ana1ysing "fuz:ziness of legai systems" surely influences ami conditions my view on the 
twofold sense according to which legai ianguage stricto senstt-is fuzzy, nevertheless in what 
follows I will not rely too closely on Wr6blewski's paper, trying to develop ìts insights 
along a partly different way of reasoning and making use of a d.ifferent tenninology. Similar 
discinctions to thc one under cxamination are drawn vrith regard to notions which are very 
dose to rhe nocion of fuzziness, namely: open texturc and vagueness. Open texture of legai 
ruìes and open texn.1re of law are dìstinguished and dealt with by H. Hart [1961, chap. 7]; 
vagueness of norms and vagueness of legai orders are distinguished and dealt with by C. 
Luzzati [1990 a] and [1190 b, pp. 136-138). 

11 Tius double source of fuzziness of legai language stricto sensu is explicitly pointed out 
by J. Wr6blewski [1983, p. 322] in analysing what he terms "fuzziness of legai mles". A 
similar remark occurs also in A. Peczenìk / J. W roblewski [ 1985, p. 32]. As is welì-knov,rn 
both semantica! and syntacticai problems to which law-texts can give rise are a dassical 
topic dealt with in the theory of Ìegal interpretation at least since the analysis provided by 
A. Ross [1958, pp. 123-128, pp. 134-135]. 
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Thus, being norm-formulations fuzzy in nature, the same holds true for 
interpretative statements. Both the legai scholar and the Ìegal official in 
charge of law-enforcement cannot but deal with interpretative statements 
which are fuzzy. Their fuzziness rnight amount to a greater or lesser degree, 
but the fact that fuzziness of im:erpretative statements might be weighted 
according to a scale of diff erent degrees fits very well the kind of data 
which are the main concern of fuzzy logie. 

Tue second source of fuzziness is due to the complex network of rela
tions which hold ( or can be assumed to hold) among different nonns 
expressed by the norm-formulations whose totality constitutes a given legai 
order. Firstly that is so as a consequence of the fuzziness of norm-formu
lations themselves: being any interpretative statement of a given norm
formulation fuzzy, the same holds true for the validity statement each 
interpretative statement conveys 12-13• Secondly, fuzziness of validity state
ments is based on the very complex relations which rnight be drawn among 
norms constituting a given legal order. T o be more precise the fuzzìness of 
such relations can follow at least from three different sources: (a) validity 
criteria of a legal norm can give rise to doubts on the iawfulness of a gìven 
norm ( that is the case of a putative unconstitutional norm as well as of a 
putative void or voidable contract)14; (b) what usually are called the defects 
of a legal order - namely: gaps15, normative conflicts 16, and redundancy -

12 Though in a different formulation, the tenet that any interpretative statement conveys 
a validity statement occurs in A. Aamio [1981, p. 426]: "Interpretative statements and norm 
statements are only two sides of the same coin", where 'normative statement' is used to 
term "a statement which says something about the content of a valid norm" [ibid., p. 425]. 

13 Such a statement obviously does not amount to rnaintain that a norm can be more 
or less valid. It simply points out that the question as to whether a given norm is valid or 
not can be open to debate and hence that the norm at issue can lead to difforent fuzzy 
vaìidity statements. The tenet that a norm can be vJJid to a greater or lesser degree is 
maintained by A. Ross [1958, p. 45]: "According to the traditional view the validity [ ... ] 
of a particuiar norrn ìs derived from the superior norm in conformity with which it has 
come into being - in the final instance the law of nature or a presupposed initial hypothesis 
or basic norrn. On such premises, obviously, the concept of validity must be absolute - either 
a rule of law is val.id or it is not. [ ... ] fo fact the asserrion that a rule is valid law is highly 
relative. It can also be said that a rnle can be valid law m a greater or !esser degree varying 
with the degree of probability with which ìt can be predicted that thc rnle will be applied". 

14 Insofar as unconstitutional norms are concerned, the soundness of such a tenet seems 
to be denied by E. Bulygin [1991, p. 267], and at Ìeast to be conceived as open to debate 
by J.J. Moreso, Sobre normas inconstitucionales [1993]. 

15 In a paper focusing on the bearing of thc conceptual apparatus of fuzzy logie on legal 
inquires, the case of gaps is explicitly dealt with by L. Philipps [1990]. 

16 Normative conflicts are mentioned as a possible source of fuzziness of legal languagc 
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actually give rise to the problem of the allegedly validity of the norms 
(expressed by the norm-formulations) which happen to be the particular 
subject matter of such defects; (e) derogation - both in its implicit and in 
its explicit form - gives rise to problerns concerning the validity of the 
derogated norms17• As it is obvious the norms which happen to beat issue 
in any of the above mentioned problematic situations lead to validity 
statements which to a greater or lesser extent are fuzzy. 

(ii) Fuzziness of legal dogmatic language. By 'legal dogmatic language' 
I term the language which aims at describing to what a lega! ordcr, or 
simply one of its parts, amounts. In judicial decision-making lega! dogmatic 
language is mainly used for the justification of the decision and at times 
can also be used in the formulation of the question of law. 

Regardless of the different theses which can be maìntained on the na
ture, the particular function, and the main features of legal dogmatics, it is 
undoubtful that its language is fuzzy. What might be open to debate is 
whether any statement of dogmatic language is necessarily a fuzzy statement, 
and further to what an extent fuzzy dogmatic statements are fuzzy. But 
actually neither of these two queries is really to the point, i.e.: neither of 
them provides a sound argument opposing the claim of fuzziness of legai 
dogmatic language. 

Evidence of the fuzziness of legal dogmatic language is provided by 
those of its statements whìch convey evaluations of existing regulations 
and/or suggestions on the way the law-maker is to improve or modify 
certain fields of enacted law18• 

Further and more prominent evidence of the fuzziness of legal dogmatic 
language is that undoubtedly legal dogmatics' main concern are both 
interpretative and validìty statements. That is to say statements which - as 
it has already been stressed - are fozzy. What :might vary (or more precisely: 
what might be differently perceived or evaluated) being only the degree of 
their fuzziness. 

stricto sensu by J. Wr6blewskì [1983, p. 328]. A similar remark occurs in A. Peczenik / l 
Wr6blewski [1985, pp. 30-31]. Remarks on normative conflicts as a source of uncertainty 
and indeterrnìnacy of legai orders - though without any explicit reference to fuzziness - are 
provided e.g. by T. Mazzarese [1987, pp. 351-353]. 

17 Derogation is mentioned as a possib!c source of fuzziness of legal l.nguage st1·ù:to 
sensu by J. Wroblcwski [1983, p. 328]. A similar remark occurs in A. Peczenik / J. Wr6-
blewski (1985, pp. 30-31]. 

18 Both sorts of statements just menrioned in the text are typical of ·what I termed 
axiological legai langu:.ge, but as noticed above, fn. 7. the different kinds of legai language 
distinguished are not murually exclusive. 
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(iii) Fuzziness of lega/ axiologi.cal language. By 'legal axiological language' 
I term the evaluative language conceming either the enacted law or the law 
to be enacted. Legal axiological language plays a prominent role mainly in 
the justification of judicial decisions. 

No argument is needed to support the daim that a language evaluative 
in nature is fuzzy. In particular, insofar as legal axiological language is 
concerned two main sources of fuzziness can be poìnted out. The first one 
is related to those of its statements which provide an evaluation of existing 
reguìations. That is so since such statements cannot but rely on intetprctative 
and validity statemems of the existing regulations dealt wìth. 

The second source of fuzziness is related to those statements of legal 
axiological language suggesting which new regulations ought to be 
introduced and/or which existing regulatio.ns ought to be derogated in 
order to achieve a given ethical, or politica!, or ideologica! end (goal). That 
is so -needless to be remarked - since very seldom there is just one way 
to achieving a given end, to be faithful to, and coherent with, a given ideai. 
In other words: these so to speak instrumental statements poìnting out the 
putative proper means to attaining a given goal are fuzzy: they amount to 
proposals whose possible successfulness is a matter of degree very likely to 
vary to 2, greater or lesser e:xtent. 

(iv) Fuzziness of legai fact-finding lang,"age. By 'legai fact-finding 
language' I term the language used in judicial decision-making to formulate 
whatever concems the so--called fact-finding (fact-,ascertaining) and hence 
whatever concerns the statement and the evaluation of proofs and evidence. 

Needless to stress, the so-called fact-finding or fact-ascertaining is the 
real core of judicial decision-making19• To be sure any judicìal decision 
depends upon the veri reconstruction of the fact( s) groundir,g the given 
legai case at issue. Now, such a reconstructìon is thc result of several 
complex relations holding among diff erent elements which very ofren cannot 
be but formulateci in a fuzzy language2°. To be more precise what I term 

19 Needless to notice that the following rcmarks on legal fact-finding !anguage do not 
apply to the iudìcial decisions taken either by the Constitutional Courcs or e.g. by the 
European Supreme Courts sincc such judìcìai decisions do nor dea] with any question oi 
fact 

2" Attention to the fu.zziness of the language • eeded to fomrnlne ,vhatever concerns 
,rroofs md cvidence in fact-finding is expìicitly drawn by M. Taruffo [1992, pp. 204--212J. 
Taruf:fo\ remarks the ones occurTing in the few pages of his work just reforred to as well 
as ocher re!evant one~ occurring in different pans of his rnanifold analysis - surcly influcnce 
and condition my vie'N on the :fuzziness of what I termed legal fact-finding lmguage. 
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legai fact-finding language is fuzzy in a twofold sense, namely it is fuzzy 
(a) since it is so to speak legai language-dependent, and (b) since it is so 
to speak common language-dependent21• Legal fact-finding language is iegal 
language-dependent in the sense that it relies on, and is conditioned by, 
legal language st1icto sensu; it is common language-dependent in the sense 
that the differem: ways to present and to conceive the fact(s) at issue -
though legally laden - are formulated in corr1rnon language. 

If the foregoing remarks are correct, then it is rather evident how the 
fuzziness of (the four legal languages constituting the) judicial language 
affects, as well as provides a suitable means to account for, thc prominent 
features of the main constìtutive components of judicìal decisions: (a) the 
question of law (the allegedly major or legal premiss of a judicial syllogism); 
(b) the questi on of fact ( the allegedly minor or factual premiss of a judicial 
syllogism); (e) the norrn of the case (the allegedly conclusion of a judicial 
syllogism); (d) the justification of the judicial decìsìon itself. 

(a) Fuzziness and question of law. The assessment of the question of law 
meets two sorts of problems: the first one concems the valid norm(s) to 
be applied, the second one concems the decision-maker's choice both of 
the norm-formulation(s) to be taken into account and of the norm(s) 
assumed to be expressed by the norm-formulatìon(s) actualli taken into 
account. 

The first sort of problems conceming the valid norm(s) to be applied 
in dcciding a given legai case stems from, and can be acknowledged and 
a.nalyzed in terms of, the fuzziness of legai language stricto sensu and partly 
- insofar as it is made use of - in terms of fuzzincss of legal dogmatic 
language. That is so since the valid norm( s) to be applied can be - to a 
greater or lesser extent --open to debate inasrnuch as its (theìr) interpretative 
statement(s) and/or its (their) validity statemem(s) are concerne<l. 

The second smt of problems concerning the dccision-maker's choice of 
the valid norm(s) to be applied actualiy pertains more to the fuzziness or 
approximate nature of judicial reasonìng as such than to the fuzziness of 
the very la.nguage fonnulating the assessment of the quescion of iaw. 

Neve1·ti1eless in what follows I will not rely to,, dosely on Taruffo's remarks, trying to 
devdop the insight5 d1q convey ,ilong a partìy difforent way of reasoning :.md making use 
of a different tenninoìogy. 

21 Eìther of rhe two expressìons 'lega} language-dependent' and 'common language-depen· 
dent' dearly resembles, and on pnrpose refers to, the expression 'language-dependent' as it 
is used in characterizìng the notion of (legai) norms. See above fn. 9. 
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(b) Fuzziness and question of f act. The assessment of the questi on of 
fact - as it is the case for the assessment of the question of law - meets 
two sorts of problems: the first one concerns its very formulation, the 
second one concerns the decisiòn-maker's choice of a given formulation 
(orto be more precise: of a given fact-description) among different possi
ble ones. 

Obviously the sort of problems to which the very formulation of the 
question of fact gives rise stems from, and can be acknowledged and 
analyzed in terms of, the fuzziness of the legal fact-finding language. 

The sort of problems relateci to the choice of a given fact-description in 
order to assess the questi.on of fact pertains to the fuzziness or approximate 
nature of judicial reasoning. 

(e) Fuzzìness and the norm of the case. Tue formulation of the norm of 
the case (i.e. of the norm expressed by the conclusion of a judicial decision) 
can be fuzzy to a greater or !esser degree. That is so as far any other 
norm-formulation, i.e. as for any statement of legai language stricto sensu. 
T o be more precise, the norm of the case can give rise to uncertainty with 
regard to the interpretation of its formulation and with regard to its very 
lawfulness, this latter possibility arising when it is open to debate whether 
Ìts statement meets or fulfils all the procedura! and material legal 
requirements. 

Needless to be remarked, the decision-maker's statement of the norm of 
the case (i.e. the norm expressed by the conclusion of a judicial decision) 
rises the central core of problems insofar as the fuzziness or approximate 
nature of judicial reasoning is concerned. 

(d) Fuzziness and judicial justification. Insofar as the judicial decision
maker ought to justify its decision (namely ought to show on which grounds 
the statement of the norm of the case as well as the statement of the 
question of law and of the question of fact relies ), it cannot but make use 
of fuzzy statements which have to provide good reasons in support of its 
choices. Thus the decision-maker is likely to use widely and largely legal 
dogmatic and legal axiological language in order to show why its choices 
are better grounded on and/or closer and/or more correct than other possi
ble ones with regard to the wording of the law-texts and/or to the genera! 
principles of law and/or to the wiH of the law-maker and/or to some of 
the possible different legal policies and/ or values. 

It seems sound to maintain that fuzziness or approximate nature of 
judicial reasoning pertains also to the decision-maker's choìce of the very 
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way to lay down the justification of a given judicial decision. That is 
simply so because how good a good reason can be taken to bè in justifying 
a given choice obviously depends - once again - on a choice which is a 
function of a fuzzy set of fuzzy. variables. 

1.2.2. Judicial Decision-Making and Fuzziness of Judicial Reasoning. -
Thus far the remarks put forward in § 1.2.1. lead to two main tenets: (a) 
a11 the constitutive components of judicial decision-making are formulated 
in a fuzzy legal language; (b) each constitutive component of judicial 
decision-making not only is formulated by means of a linguistic expression 
which is fuzzy to a greater or lesser degree, but further it can be understood 
as the result of a fuzzy or approximate pattern of reasoning. In an even 
more synthetic way the remarks of the preceding paragraph can be 
summarized in the thesis that each constitutive element of judicial deci
sion-making is a fuzzy result of a fuzzy or approximate pattern of rea
somng. 

Now, the second of the two above mentioned tenets demands for some 
comments since differently from the first tenet - it has not yet been 
supported by any explicit argument. T o be sure it has been left to the 
status of a plausible hypothesis to explain the problems related to the 
nature of the decision-maker' s different choices at any stage of judicial 
decision-making. The main argument supporting the hypothesis at issue is 
that at any stage of a judicial decision the decision-maker actually deals 

· with fuzzy data belonging to fuzzy sets. 
The reasons why this holds true for the assessment of the question of 

law and for the assessment of the question of fact have already been put 
forward in dealing with the fuzziness of legai language stricto sensu and the 
fuzziness of legal fact-finding language, respectively. A further argument 
supporting the fuzzy or approximate nature of judicial reasoning in assessing 
the question of law and the question of fact is provided by the very 
requirement to justify both of them. Living aside the fuzzy nature of 
justification itself, and the fact that not all legai regulations of judicial 
decision-making requires it, what is worth stressing here is that justification 
would be not only superfluous but plainly useless if not on the ground of 
the approximate nature of judicial reasoning. If judicial reasoning would be 
likely to follow necessary and cogent logical laws, what might ever be the 
need to require the decision-maker to provide good reasons for its choices 
in assessing the question of law and the question of fact? Indeed if judicial 
reasoning could be taken to follow only necessary and cogent logical laws, 
then whoever would be able to see - without any need to resort to the 
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decision-maker's justifìcation of its own different choices - whether a judicial 
decision is ri'ght or wrong. 

If the foregoing remarks are sound, then they hold true a fortiori for 
the very statem.ent of the norm of the case (i.e. for the norm expressed by 
the conclusion of a judicial decision). 

So far, even taking for granted the fuzzy or approximate nature of 
judicial reasoning, a further problem stili waits to be taken i11to account, 
namely the third sort of criticism addressed to the logical-deductìve theory 
of judicial decisions: legai validity (which applies to norms) has a logìcal 
behavior (if any) which is not alike the logical behavior of truth (which 
applies to the propositions deah with by the traditional syllogistic theory 
and by classica! logie). Thus, the question that is still to be answered is: cari 
the acknowledgement of the fuzzy nature of judicial reasonìng be of any 
help in solving the problem at issue? Or, to put it in other words: do 
fuzzy calculi explain away this crucial deficiency of the logical-deductive 
theory of judicial decisions? 

Actually such a question can be given two different answers along two 
divergent perspectives to look at fuzzy logie. Both the two competing 
views on fuzzy logie and the ttvo different answers that they respectively 
convey for the question at issue will be the concem of the second part of 
this paper. 

2. Fuzzy LOGIC AND JUDICIAL DECISION-MAKJNG: Two OPPOSITE THESES 

CONFRONTED 

Quocing an undoubtedly happy expression by N. MacCormick "to 
decide is not to deduce" 22• Simpk and p.lain as it may sound, this expression 
actually hits the target: indeed it puts in a nutsheU the crucìa.l problem of 
any attempt to account for judìciaì decision-making by means of a formal
logical apparatus - i.e. the cmcial problem of any attempt to support the 
looked forward rationality of judicial decision-making on the steady ground 
of forrnal-logical analysis. That holds true for the formal apparatus provided 
by the dassical logie, and for the formai apparatus provided by any of the 
so-·called non-classica] logics - be it an extension of, or rather a deviation 
from, classica1 logie. That is to say that not only the tradìtional theory of 
iudicial svllocr0 ism but fuzzv logie as well has to confront itself with this 
• ✓ ., 

very problem. 

,i N. MacCormick [1989]. 
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Now, contrary to what might be thought to be the case, though clear 
and pregnant MacCormìck's formulation of the problem does not ìead to 
a unique solution to what might be taken to be the ròle ( the explanatory 
power) of a formal-logìcal apparatus in accounting for judicial decision
making. As a matter of fact that is what actually happened with regard to 
the logical-deductìve theory of judìcial decisions, and that is what is likely 
to be going to happen with regard to fuzzy logie. 

Though up today very few papers have explicitly paìd attention to the 
formal apparatus of fuzzy logie in analysing judicial decision-making, two 
different attitudes towards its potential ròle on such a matter can be already 
distinguished. These attituàes can be characterìzed by means of the two 
opposite following theses23: 

(a) Fuzzy logie allows us a ratiooal reconstruction of judicial decision
making since ìt provides thc logica! tools to overcome the criticisms 
addressed to the logical-deductive theory of judicial decisions. 

(b) Fuzzy logie does not allow us a rational reconstruction of judicial 
decision-making since - because of its peculiar fearures - it confirms rather 
than overcoming the criticisms addressed to the logical-deductive theory of 
judicial clecisìons. 

Though opposite such theses share a common claìm: the formai apparatus 
of fuzzy logie is more suitable than thè' forma! apparatus of classical logie 
for capturing and dealing with some prornjnent features of judicial decision
making. Notwithstanding the question as to whether legai validity has any 
logical behavior is still to be answered, the soundness of such a claim has 
been largely supported by the arguments put forward in § 1.2. 

Needless to say, the soundness of such a daim does not provide any 
proof supporting either of the two theses, and as far as I know neither of 
them has been explicitly maintained. Stili M. Taruffo's and L. Philipps' 
analyses dealing with fuzziness and judicial decision-rnaking put forward 
arguments which might: be taken to support either of the two theses of the 
dilemma under examinatìon. Notwithstanding neithcr Taruffo nor Philipps 
take a steady stand in favour of one of the two theses, stili Taruffo's analysis 
is likely to rely on an assumption which leads to maintain the first of the 
two theses, while PhiJipps' analysis is likely to ground the second one. 

D It is word:i notìcing that th,~ forrnul.ition of the cwo opposite theses stem, from 
remarks which are so to speak abductive in nat1Jre. That is so b,xause of the very few 
works dealing wìth rhe matter under exarnination and moreover because none of such 
works ì know cxplicidy maimains eìthcr of thc two the$eS evcn though both of them -- 3t 
least implicìtly secm to be takcn as plausib!e or potentìally correct. 
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2.1. Fuzzy Logie as a Means to Securing the Rationality of Judicial-Decisùm
Making 

T o be sure T aruff o is a convinced - even if not always a convincing 
- supporter of the ratìonality of judicial decision-making. The main reason 
why his claim for rationality is not always convincìng might sound 
paradoxical since it is supplied by the very analysis - usually careful and 
manifold - which T aruffo himself provides of most of the problems 
standing in the way of the achievement of the standards of rationality he 
purports to be attained2\ Now, Taruffo's view on fuzzy cakuli fits very 
well this peculiar feature of bis way of lookìng at judicial decision-making. 
Having taken for granted that Ìnsofar as fuzziness is concerned the best 
strategy to securing the rationality of judicial decision-making is to get 
rid of it, and further having acknowledged that such a strategy often 
cannot be successful, Taruffo is likely to maintain that when such a 
strategy cannot be successful, the logica! apparatus of fuzzy calculi can be 
taken to be a suitable means to securing the rationality of judicial decision
making. 

The paradigmatic opposition between rationalism and irrationalism is 
the key point both with regard to the way T aruff o formulates the problem 
and with regard to the way he suggests its possible solution. The formulation 
of the probiem related to the cases in which data conveying fuzziness 
cannot be eliminated runs as follows: 

The problem is [ ... ] to see whether in such cases a rational procedure is 
nevertheless possible [ ... ] or whether the occurrence of such data condemns to 
indetenninacy and to subjectivism any pattern of reasoning grounded on the 
propositions in which such data occur (my emphasis)25. 

24 The sarne remark holds true with regard to other convinced supporters of the rationality 
of judicial decisions. Now, it is vmrth stressing that the paradox of daiming for rationality 
of judicial decìsion-making being aware of t.he difficulties which stand on the way to attain 
it is onJy apparent. Actually such a paradox vanishes if due attention is paid to the fact that 
the claim at issue is grounded on ideologica! rather than theorctical or expiicative 
argumcnts. Thc ideologica! nature of such a view on judicial decision-making at times is 
not even hidden or concealed, but expiicitly stated and maìntained. That is so e.g. in M. 
Tarnffo [1992, pp. 42-50]. I will come back m the ideological nature of the cìaim for 
rationality and for the possibility of a formal-logical analysis of judicial decisions. below 
§ 3.3. 

25 M. Taruffo [1992, pp. 206-207]: "Il problema [ ... J è di vedere se in questi casi sia 
ugualmente possibile un procedimento razionale [ ... ] o se la presenza di questi dementi 
condanni alla indeterminatezza e al soggettivismo qualsiasi ragionamento fondato sulle pro
posizioni che li contengono" 
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The suggested solution is to make use of the fonnal apparatus of fuzzy 
set theory since it shows 

the possibility to draw rational procedures whose eoneern are vague eoneepts. 
In other words: vagueness as sueh is not a souree of subjectivism or irrationalism; 
it is simply a widespread and often unriducible feature of natural language 
whieh demands for a "special" logie in arder to be formalized, but that does not 
exclude a priori any possible rationalization. [ ... ] Reasoning on vague notions 
is approximate and not precise, but this does not imply that it is irrational or 
unreasonable since vague nocions can lead to logically determined functions 
(my emphasis.)26. 

Now, such a view on fuzzy calculi and their bearing on the analysis of 
judicial decision-making is misleading (a) because at least implicitly relies 
on, and can lead to, what can be tenned a form of rationalist fallacy, i.e.: 
whatever can be accounted for in terms of a formal-logical apparatus 
conveys rationality; and (b) because the opposition between rationalism 
and irrationalism does not apply to what is the very peculiar feature of 
fuzzy logie. 

Indeed in fuzzy logie everything is fuzzy: the data dealt with {i.e. the 
fuzzy predicates and/or propositions), the set of truth-values made use of 
as well as any of the truth-value belonging to such a set, the inference 
rules made use of, the very results which can be drawn following suth 
fuzzy inf erence rules. Quoting a plain characterization provided by LA. 
Zadeh: 

Perhaps the simplest way of characterizing fuzzy logie is to say that it is a logie 
of approximate reasoning. As sueh, it is a logie whose distinguishing features 
are (i) fuzzy truth-values expressed in linguistie terms, e.g., true, very true, 
more or less true, rather true, not true, false, not very true and not very false, 
etc.; (ii) imprecise truth tables; and (iii) rules of inf erence whose validity is 
approximate rather than exact. In these respeets, fuzzy logie differs significantly 
from standard logical systems 27• 

26 M. Taruffo [1992, p. 208]: "[la] possibilità di costruire procedimenti razionali aventi 
ad oggetto concetti vaghi. La vaghezza, in altri termini, non è di per sé un fattore di 
soggettivismo o di irrazionalità: molto semplicemente è un carattere assai frequente e spesso 
irriducibile del linguaggio che richiede una logica "speciale" per essere formalizzato ma che 
non esclude a priori ogni possibile razionalizzazione.[ ... ] Il ragionamento su nozioni vaghe 
è impreciso e approssimato, ma ciò non implica affatto che si tratti di qualcosa di irrazionale 
o di non ragionevole, poiché nozioni vaghe possono dar luogo a funzioni logicamente 
determinate". 

v L.A. Zadeh [1975, p. 407]. 
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2.2. Fuzzy Logie as an Explanatory Model of ]udicial Decision-Making 

T aruffo neither disregards nor denies that fuzzy logie is a logie of 
approximate reasoning. Actually he mentions this characterization of 
fuzzy logie. Nevertheless, insofar as its bearing on judicial decision
making is coneemed he is inclined to emphasize its formai logical pro
cedures that might seem to guarantee as such the standards of rationality 

' he deems to be attained. In other words, as already noticed, Taruffo's 
analysis is very likely to lead to a rationalist fallacy. Just the other way 
round, though on the base of a truly confident attitude towards the 
significance of this new branch of formal logie for legal inquiries, Philipps' 
view does not seem to convey, nor to be tempted by, any form of rationalist 
fallacy. 

My claim that Philipps' view does not convey any rationàlist fallacy, 
and further that it is likely to ground the thesis that fuzzy calculi can be 
understood as mere explanatory models of judicial deeision-making follows 
from a plain observation. Philipps' confidence in the applications of neural 
networks as well as of fuzzy logie stems from the tenet that sueh applica
tions can allow us to reproduce a very peculiar feature of (judicial) decision
making, i.e.: to range over a scope - more or less wide as the case may be 
- of different possible and plausible results. 

Thus, for example, after having sketched a rather eomplex legal case 
eonceming a will, Philipps comments as follows the result provided by a 
computer working with a neural network: 

Here the computer has decided in an autonomous way. It was not told which 
way was to be followed - as it is the case with usual programs - or which 
result was to be attained - as it is the case with Prolog program. lts result is 
not even the only obviously exact result, it is just one plausible solution (my 
emphasis)28• 

Sueh a statement can be taken as a proof that what is at issue with the 
neural networks - but the same holds true with fuzzy calculi - is not any 
alleged rationality of the result attained, nor its allegedly eapacity to securing 
legal certainty, but rather its being one of the plausible (or even one of the 
most plausible) decisions which might be taken with regard to a given legal 

28 L. Philipps [1990, p. 821 ]: "Es wurde ihm weder gesagt, welchen W eg ereinschlagen 
sollte (wie bei der herkommlichen Programmierung) noch welches Ziel er erreichen sollte 
(wie bei einer Prqgrammierung in Prolog). Sein Ergebnis ist auch nicht das offensichtlich 
einzig richtige, sondern eine vertrebare Losung". 
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case. Further evidence can be taken to be other statements of Philipps' like 
the following: 

What the nets provide is also typically required by jurisprudence, i.e.: decisions 
based on sirnilarity and on the ground of a global impression which is the 
result of a variety of imprecise factors even insofar as their definition is 
concemed. lt follows that in the single cases such factors can be more or less 
pregnant to a degree which cannot be exactly measured29• 

In a word, the main concem of neural networks as well as of fuzzy 
calculi is to reproduce different pattems of reasoning and taking decisions 
along a fuzzy set of fuzzy variables. That is to say to provide different 
possible explanatory models of different possible ways of reasoning and 
taking decisions. 

3. NoRM-RATI0NALISM I NoRM-IRRATI0NALISM OPPOSIDON REVISITED 
FR0M A Fuzzy LOGIC PERSPECTIVE 

The two different perspectives to look at fuzzy calculi which lead to the 
theses of the dilemma dealt with in § 2. enable us to distinguish two 
divergent possible ways to look at the very problem standing in the way 
of any attempt to account for judicial decision-making by means of a 
formal-logical apparatus: the problem that MacCormick summarizes as "to 
decide is not to deduce". 

Insofar as fuzzy logie is concemed the two divergent ways to look at 
the problem at issue can roughly be sketched as follows: 

(a) Who maintain the thesis expressed by the first horn of the dilemma 
(i.e. fuzzy logie allows us a rational reconstruction of judicial decision
making) cannot but restate one of the different answers that the problem 
has already been given with regard to the logical-deductive theory of judicial 
decisions, although the answers will be based on the different logica! 
apparatus of fuzzy calculi. 

(b) Who maintain the thesis expressed by the second hom of the dilem
ma (i.e. fuzzy logie does not allow us a rational reconstruction of judicial 

29 L. Philipps [1990, p. 822]! "Denn was die Netze leisten, wird typischerweise auch von 
der Jurisprudenz verlangt: Entscheidung nach .Ahnlichkeit und auf Grund des Gesamtein
drucks, der sich aus einer Vielzahl von Faktoren ergibt, die schon von der Definition her 
wenig bestimmt sind und dabei im Einzelnen in einer nicht genau meBbaren Weise mehr 
oder weniger stark ausgepriigt sein konnen". 
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decision-making) can convincingly assert that the problem at issue does 
not rise with regard to fuzzy caiculi for the very reason that they are 
conceived as possible explanatory models of different possible pattems of 
reasoning resulting in a decision. 

3.1. Remarks on the First Possible Way to Look at the Problem 

Insofar as fuzzy caiculi are conceived as a means to securing the ratio
nality of judicial decision-making and to attaining legai certainty, they cannot 
but confront themselves with the same criticisms addressed to the logicai
deductive theory of judiciai decisions: the validity of the norm of the case 
(i.e. the norm ex.pressed by the conclusion of a judiciai decision) is not a 
matter of logicai deduction, but rather a matter of factuai decision30• Further, 
for the very reason that ~ alike judiciai syllogism, though on the base of 
a different logica! apparatus - they are conceived as a means to securing the 
rationality of judiciai decision-making and to attaining legai certainty, the 
way to deai with the criticisms at issue will necessarily reproduce one of 
the different answers which have aiready been suggested with regard to the 
theory of judicial syllogism. That is to say, just to mention some example, 
that the formai apparatus of fuzzy logie can be understood either (a) as a 
means to justify the validity of the norm of the case on the base of the 
validity of the generai norm(s) issued by the law-maker31, or (b) as a means 
to provide a rationaiizacion ex post of a judiciai decision once it has already 
been taken32, or (e) as a rationai constraint confined to the internal jusci-

30 H. Kelsen P1965, 21968, pp. 1484-1485, Engl. tr. 1973, p. 241] states the problem as 
follows: "It is undoubtedly possible for the general norm 'All thieves should be punished, 
i.e. sent to prison' to be valid, since created by way of legislation, and for the statement 
'Smith is a thief to be true, and even to be asserted by the competent court, while the 
individual norm 'Smith should be sent to prison' is nevertheless not valid, because the 
competent court has [ •.. ] failed to posit it". That is to say quoting N. MacCòrmick [1989]: 
"Deciding (like claiming) is an act of will and acts of will are not ever in any sense 
determined by logie. Decisions are made not deduced. To decide is not to deduce". 

31 H. Kelsen P1965, 21968, pp. 1484-1485, Engl. tr. 1973, pp. 244-245] maintains that the 
syllogistic schema can be a suitable means to represent the fact that: "the validity of the 
individual norm posited by the court can be justified by means of the validity of the general 
norm posited by the legislatòr". . 

32 This view is maintained e.g. by A. Aarnio [1977, pp. 57-58]: "the judgement is 
rationalized ex post by demonstrating that the legal fact concemed may be subsumed under 
the general rule to be applied. The inference syllogis:m, however, has another, in actual fact 
more important limitation. The important aspect in proving a decision correct is not only 
that is obtained from the premisses, it is quite as important to justify the premisses used". 
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fication of a judicial decision33, or (d) as a means to show that the norm 
of the case is justifiable34. 

32. Remarks on the Second Possible Way to Look at the Problem 

Insofar as fuzzy calculi are conceived as possible explanatory models of 
different pattems of reasoning whose result is a decision, the tenet that the 
legal validity of the norm of the case is not a matter of logical deduction, 
but rather a matter of factual decision is no longer a problem to explain 
away, since it is rather the very subject matter fuzzy calculi aim at explai
ning. As already stressed, as a logie of approximate reasoning fuzzy calculi 
do not aim at securing the certainty of the results attained - i.e. in the case 
of judicial decision that a given result is the valid norm following from 
given premisses - but rather at providing a logical tool enabling us to 
reproduce and to distinguish different pattems of (judicial) reasoning which 
can lead to different results. 

3.3. Concluding Remarks 

Now and then in this paper I claimed that fuzzy calculi can be viewed 
as a means to find a way out from the misleading paradigmatic opposition 
between norm-rationalism and norm-irrationalism as it is used in analysing 
judicial decision-making. The main reason why I find misleading such an 
opposition is not that - quoting F. W aismann - "that which is the living 
spark of rationalism is irrationalism"35• The main reason - as I already 
explicitly pointed out - is that insofar as judicial decision-making is concer
ned such an opposition is grounded on arguments which are ideological 
rather than explicative in nature. 

33 This view is maintained e.g. by J. Wr6blewski [1974, p. 46]: "The justification by 
syllogistic fonn is the internal justification, because it does not test the soundness of premisses. 
The role of the external justification is, of course, enormous, but it cannot be explained by 
fom1.al logical tools". 

34 This view is maintained e.g. by E. Bulygin, Cognition and Interpretation of Law [in 
print]: "A judicial decision is justifiable according to the law if it follows logically from legal 
norms and the description of the case. Justification is a logical operation, which is essentially 
deductive in character, that is, it can be reconstructed as a logical inference, in which from 
a set of premisses a condusion is reached which states that certain legal consequences are 
applicable to a particular case. This inference shows that a decision to apply those conse
quences to this particular case is legally justified". 

35 F. Waismann [21951, p. 143]. 
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lnsofar as the traditì.onal ,1.ew on judìcial syllogìsm is concemed attention 
to the controversies which are ideological in nature is drawn by J. 
Wr6blewski who writes: 

On the level of the ideology of the judicial application of law the opposite 
theses of the controversy concerning the ròle of legai syllogism can be reduced 
to the two elernentary formulas: [a] The judicial application of law should 
follow legai syllogism, because this is the way to realize such fundamental 
values as legality, security and certainty; [b] Tue judicial application of law 
should not follow legai syllogism, because judicial decision ought to be based 
on evaluation aiming at the optimal adequacy between the law and the 
requirements of 'the life' (in the widest meaning of this term) in the soluti.on 
of a concrete case36• 

Now, such a characterization of the apposite theses - ideological in 
nature - on the role of judicial syllogism seems to disregard that the two 
theses rely on a common presupposition which actually is very problematic, 
namely: that judicial application of law can "follow judicial syllogism". 
Now, contrary to such a presupposition, the very problem - preliminary 
in nature - is whether judicial syllogism is at ali a suitable conceptual 
means to account for judicial decision-making. That is to say, quoting once 
again J. Wr6blewski, that · 

syl!ogism as a schema of reasoning is a suitable way for justifying judicial 
decisi on as a rational decision, provided the use of logica! f omis for judù:ial 
reasoning is granted (my ernphasis)37• 

Now, if attentì.on is focused on explicative rather than on ideological 
arguments, then fuzzy calculi can be understood as a suitable means to 
show that judicial reasoning is an approximate reasoning and that is so 
because of several prominent features of judìcial language. Thus far nothing 
which is of necessity rational or irrational is involved. In the same way 
nothing which has to do with rationality or irrationality is involved in a 
computer which on the base of a particular neural network and of a special 
training can provide - once it has been given a partìcular theme to work 
on -- a fuga whose style is just J.S. Bach's style38• 

36 J. Wréblewski [1974, p. 37]. 
37 Ibid., p. 38. 
3i This specific application of neural networks is mentioned by L Philipps [1990, p. 

822-823]. 
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